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Brussels, 21 April 2009

COST 213/09

DRAFT SUMMARY OF COCLUSIOS
Subject :
173rd meeting of the COST Committee of Senior Officials (CSO) held in Berlin,
Germany, on 17 - 18 March 2009
A welcome address was given by Dr Walter MÖNIG, Commissioner for Europe, German Federal
Ministry of Education and Research.
The CSO President opened the meeting by introducing those attending for the first time1:

- Mr Kustaa MULTAMÄKI, Finland, and
- Ms Michèle BARON, France

1

See complete list of participants in Annex I.
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1.

ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA

The Committee adopted the agenda as set out in CM 696/09 of 12 February 2009 (agenda
items in Annex II) with the following items to be dealt with under AOB:

- Templates for monitoring progress reports and final evaluation reports of COST Actions
- Information on Working Group Guidelines
- Application letter from Armenia for membership in COST

It was noted that the discussion item 13: "COST Statement: The role of COST in the ERA"
also included a proposal for the approval of the CSO (doc. COST 207/09).

2.

APPROVAL OF SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS OF THE 172nd MEETING

The Committee approved the Summary of Conclusions of the previous meeting as set out in
doc. COST 201/09 + COR 1.
3.

INFORMATION FROM THE CSO PRESIDENCY

The President informed the Committee of

-

his presentation, entitled "The European and International dimension of COST", to the
meeting of the EUREKA High Level Group in Sines (PT) on 27 - 30 January 2009;

-

his meeting with Dr MONTSERRAT TORNÉ, Director General for International
Cooperation, Ministry for Education and Science of Spain on 11 March 2009;

-

his meeting with Professor MEYER-KRAHMER, State Secretary at the German
Federal Ministry of Education and Research on 16 March 2009; and
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-

the presentation of COST activities by Dr GORLICKI (FR) on behalf of the CSO
President at the international conference "Transport and Environment in Different
Contexts"2 on 16 - 18 February 2009 in Ghardaïa, Algeria.

As to future events the President informed the Committee that

-

following the request of some delegations at the Council Research Working Party the
Czech Presidency of the European Union has decided to place an item "Information
regarding state of play of COST" on the agenda of the Research Working Party on 30
March 2009, and has invited the CSO President to give a presentation to the Working
Party;

-

a meeting of the enlarged High Level Group COST-ESF has been scheduled to be held
on 6 May 2009 in Brussels.

4.

INFORMATION FROM

-

delegations

The Danish delegate referred to the intention of the incoming Swedish EU Presidency to
prepare debate on the governance structure to support the implementation of ERA
Vision 2020 and encouraged delegations to be in close contact with their representatives
in the Council Research Working Party to ensure that the COST potential role could
also be taken into account in these discussions.

The Serbian delegate informed the Committee of their intention to organise a Regional
COST Information Day, possibly in June 2009 in Serbia, with the participation also
from Bulgaria, Croatia, Hungary, fYR of Macedonia and Romania.

2

For details: see COST news at http://www.cost.esf.org/
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With a view to the future discussions on COST strategy on international cooperation the
Austrian delegate informed the Committee of the interest of Morocco towards
association with the EU RTD Framework Programme as well as their interest in COST

-

The COST Office informed the Committee that:

- Action IS0702: "The Role of the EU in UN Human Rights Reform", approved by the
CSO on 16 November 2007, had successfully held its first effective MC meeting on 21
February 20093;

- a formal request from South Africa for a reciprocal agreement with dedicated budget
(cf. pilot schemes with Australia and New Zealand4) could be expected in the near
future;

- the above pilot schemes have been extremely successful and the dedicated budget of
Australia has already been exhausted. Australia has announced to be interested in
continuing this kind of collaboration with an increased budget;

- the COST Office has given a presentation to the sub-committee EU-Morocco
"Research and Innovation" (organised by the Commission) on 3 March 2009 and that

- the COST Impact study would be launched on 27 March 2009 and the outcome of the
exercise would be expected by October 2009.

3

4

It is recalled that: "Actions that fail to start within twelve months of the date of approval of
the MoU by the CSO due to lack of the minimum number of Parties, or because the first
meeting of the MC has not been held within twelve months of the date of approval of the
MoU by the CSO, will be referred back to the CSO for review." ("Rules and Procedures for
implementing COST Actions", doc. COST 270/07, p.6).
It is recalled that the pilot schemes will expire in June 2009 (doc. COST 211/07).
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Furthermore the COST Office

- informed the Committee that an audit of the overheads of financial activities of the
COST contract in FP6 would shortly be carried out by the internal audit unit of DG
Research. The Committee will be informed of the outcome;

- informed the Committee of the COST Strategic Scientific Initiatives, as set out in the
note dated 26 February 2009;
- circulated a room paper regarding the web statistics 2007 - 20095.

-

Commission

The Commission representative recalled the importance and timely publication of the
comprehensive impact study of COST with a view to the mid-term evaluation of the
Grant agreement in 2010.

5.

COST SEMINARS, COST OFFICE ACTIVITIES AND FUTURE EVENTS

The COST Office presented a document dated 2 March 2009 on COST Seminars and other
activities supported by the COST Office.

6.

COST GRANT AGREEMENT IN FP7: STATUS REPORT

The COST Office informed the Committee that the periodic report for 1 January to 31
December 2008 on the COST II Grant agreement had been submitted to the Commission on
27 February 20096. The ESF is currently preparing the next amendment to the contract (to
take effect in June 2009) with the aim to submit the proposal to the Commission still during
March 2009.

5
6

The paper is available on the CSO website.
The report is available on the CSO website.
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The Committee nominated Dr GORLICKI (FR) to follow the amendment negotiations on
behalf of the Committee and to report to the CSO on the issue, as appropriate.

In this context the Committee noted with satisfaction the positive development regarding the
ratio of the funds between science and management activities and the fact that an increasing
amount of funds are committed to scientific activities.

7.

ACTION-RELATED ITEMS

a) JAF decisions on the requests for participation of institutions from non-COST countries
The Committee took note of the decision by the JAF Group, at its meeting on 11 - 12
February 2009, to approve the requests for participation of institutions from non-COST
countries as set out in doc. COST 209/09.

b)

Status of the COST Grant system (CGS)

The COST Office gave a presentation on the status of the COST Grant system (CGS)
and the migration timetable. The first Actions will be introduced in the system in April
2009 and the migration is expected to be completed during the next 18 months. An
information letter regarding the CGS will soon be sent to all Actions.

8.

COST-ESF RELATIONSHIP

The Committee discussed the relationship between COST and the ESF and arrived at the
following conclusions:
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The Committee

- took note of the report of the COST delegation in the enlarged COST-ESF HLG (doc.
COST 204/09) and of the subsequent exchange of letters between ESF and COST;

- noted that it was unfortunately not possible to convene the meeting of the entire enlarged
COST-ESF HLG before the CSO meeting in March 2009 as originally planned; invited the
COST delegation to continue to pursue the objective to hold a constructive dialogue with
ESF; and welcomed the fact that a meeting for this purpose is now scheduled for the 6 May
2009;

- requested the COST delegation to discuss the following topics and to report back to the
CSO meeting in May:

1.

framework for the role of the ESF as the implementing agent for COST after FP7, and
in particular, the prospect for continuation on the basis of the present arrangements, as
illustrated by a possible Second Addendum to the COST-ESF MoU (see Annex III),
assuming these arrangements are feasible after FP7;

2.

areas of concern such as the operation of COST as an independent framework, notably
via a separable ICT environment meeting the needs of COST, an appropriate web
presence with direct accessibility, as well as a presentation of COST in ESF
publications and media underlining the distinct status of COST;

3.

avenues for improvement of the relation between ESF and COST; and

- requested the CSO members to individually address any other areas of concern in due time
before the scheduled COST-ESF HLG to the COST Secretariat in writing so that these
issues could be examined by the COST-ESF HLG.
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The Committee was also informed of the setting-up of the new IT system "COSMOS"
("Collaborative Research, Science Management and Operating System") that envisages a total
integration of COST and ESF IT systems and a single web portal.

During the discussion concerns were raised as to the visibility of COST in the new system.
Therefore the Committee requested the COST Office to establish before the end of June 2009
the first public access to COST through an “ad hoc” web site which will remain the exclusive
interface to all COST participants, interested parties and the COST National Coordinators,
noting that this decision is in line with the COST outreach strategy (doc. COST 207/08) as
approved by the CSO at its 170th meeting, 12-13 March 2008, and to immediately inquire
about the possibility of using the URL www.cost.eu as the access to the COST website.

9.

LEGAL STATUS AND GOVERNANCE OF COST

The President recalled that at the CSO meeting in November 2008 the Committee had agreed
to defer the decision on the future legal status and governance of COST to one of the CSO
meetings in 2009. At the same meeting delegations had been asked to indicate their tentative
preferences7 between the different solutions that had been presented to the Committee. The
President invited delegations to state any change to their orientation or to re-confirm their
position (see Annex IV).

The President informed the Committee that several delegations had been favourable towards
taking a decision at this meeting. However, considering the ongoing discussions on COSTESF relationship (see item 8 above) and the meeting of the enlarged High Level Group that
has been scheduled for 6 May, as well as the forthcoming meeting of the Research Working
Party on 30 March, at which COST would be on the agenda, the President proposed that the
decision on the future legal status and governance of COST would be taken at the next CSO
meeting in May.

7

Doc. COST 201/09 (Annex III, p.21) + COR1.
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During the exchange of views some delegations stated their view that this would bee too early
and that the decision should be postponed to the meeting in December 2009. The President
proceeded to a vote8, following which it was concluded that a qualified majority of
delegations was in favour of taking a decision at the CSO meeting in May, unless any
unexpected developments occur.
The COST Secretariat presented an information note9 on the procedural aspects regarding
decisions on the legal status and governance of COST10. In order to provide delegations
information and a scenario on procedural steps to be taken - in case the CSO would choose to
establish an independent legal entity - the President concluded that a tentative timetable on the
establishment of the "COST Office Association" should be prepared with a view to the
Committee's next meeting.
10.

COST MINISTERIAL CONFERENCE 2010
The Spanish representative confirmed the willingness of Spain to host a COST Ministerial
Conference during the Spanish EU Presidency in the first half of 2010. Possible dates are still
under consideration and will be communicated to delegations in due time.

8

9
10

4 delegations who were absent had submitted their position in writing to the Secretariat prior
to the meeting.
The note is available on the CSO website.
The Austrian delegation stated its view that a decision on the Legal Status and Governance of
COST can only be taken by consensus, not by qualified majority (referring to CSO Working
methods, doc. COST 242/08, Art. 8 on any decision with financial implications for Member
States' contributions to the COST Fund).
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11.

APPLICATION FROM BOSNIA AND HERZEGOVINA FOR MEMBERSHIP IN COST
The Committee acknowledged the application letter from Bosnia and Herzegovina for
membership in COST11 and the recommendation of the JAF Group12. It was noted that
research institutions from Bosnia and Herzegovina already participate in COST Actions.
The Committee decided to invite a representative from Bosnia and Herzegovina to the next
CSO meeting to give a presentation on the country's S&T policy.

12.

COST FUND

a) Statement of revenue and expenditure as at the end of the financial year 2008

The Committee endorsed the recommendation by the auditors, Mr Jaroslav CIHLAR (CZ)
and Ms Helga MIELING (AT), to give discharge to the Secretariat for the financial year
2008 based on the Statement as set out in doc. COST 202/09 and the audit carried out on
29 January 2009, and took note of the draft estimates of expenditure and revenue for 2009.
(b) Designation of auditors for the COST Fund for 2009

The Committee approved the proposal by the JAF Group to appoint Mr Jaroslav CIHLAR
(CZ) and Ms Helga MIELING (AT) to continue as auditors of the COST Fund during the
financial year 2009. The Committee also expressed its gratitude to the auditors for their
availability for the task.

11
12

Doc. COST 210/09
Doc. COST 208/09, p.7
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13.

COST STATEMENT: THE ROLE OF COST IN ERA 2020

The Committee recalled that the Council of the EU (Competitiveness) in its conclusions on
"2020 Vision for the ERA" had recalled that "important initiatives at European level, such as
EUREKA and COST continue to be essential to the creation of a true spirit of cooperation".

The Committee welcomed the draft document, dated 25 February 2009, that had been
discussed by the JAF Group at its meeting in February 2009 and revised by Dr RodriquezPeña following the comments by the JAF members. As proposed by the JAF Group (doc.
COST 207/09) the Committee agreed to establish a Working Group to elaborate the paper to
be presented to JAF in April and for the CSO approval in May. The Committee agreed that
the Group would be chaired by the CSO Vice-President, Prof. Bartzis; would be composed of
Mr Bramsnaes (DK), Dr Rodriguez-Peña (ES) and Mr Cairén (SE); would be assisted by the
COST Secretariat and the COST Office (observer); and would work primarily by e-mail. If
the Chair finds it necessary, a meeting will be convened by the Chair through the COST
Office. The meetings will normally be held at the COST Office in Brussels and travel
expenses will be reimbursed from the COST Fund. If consensus cannot be reached, the
Working Group will approve the draft paper by simple majority and the vote of the Chair will
prevail.

It was noted that international cooperation would continue to be an important aspect of the
future of COST and therefore questions related to COST strategy on international cooperation
should be addressed in this context by the Working Group.
14.

FUTURE MEETINGS

The Committee examined the list of future meetings as set out in doc. COST 205/09. The next
JAF meeting is scheduled for 29 - 30 April 2009 in Corinth (EL) and the next CSO meeting
for 26 - 27 May 2009 in Brussels. It was recalled that the CSO meeting would be followed by
a one-day Workshop entitled "COST Guidelines: a necessary scientific procedure or an excess
of bureaucracy?" on 28 May, to which also the DC Chairs would be invited to actively
participate.
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19.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS

- Templates for monitoring progress reports and final evaluation reports of COST Actions

The COST Office gave a presentation on the proposed amendments to the templates for
monitoring progress reports and final evaluation reports of COST Actions. It was recalled that
the templates are part of the COST Guidelines (COST 205/08), the next overall revision of
which would be presented for CSO approval in March 2010. However, the amendments to the
templates should already be considered to ensure that relevant data could be collected to serve
the COST Impact Study.

The Committee endorsed the new templates with immediate effect.

- Information on the Working Group Guidelines (WGG)

The Vice-President recalled that the CSO had agreed to establish a new WGG with the
mandate of proposing to JAF/CSO a revision of the Guidelines to be approved by the CSO in
March 201013. He noted that all DC Chairs had been invited to send their comments and
proposals on the Guidelines by the end of May 2009 at the latest. These suggestions would
also be addressed at the Workshop on 28 May (see item 14 above).

- Application letter from Armenia for membership in COST

The President informed the Committee that Republic of Armenia had on 9 March 2009
submitted an application for membership in COST. He recalled that a COST Information Day
had been organised in Yerevan on 8 May 2007 by the Armenian Ministry of Trade and
Economic Development, with the attendance of ca. 70 representatives of the Armenian
scientific community.

13

CSO decision as set out in doc. COST 281/08.
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The Committee agreed that the application would be considered by the JAF Group at its next
meeting in April 2009. The President stated his intention to send a reply letter to the
Chairman of the State Committee of Science of Armenia to acknowledge the receipt of the
application and to encourage Armenia to enhance its participation in COST Actions, also
recalling the financial support that is available to Armenian participants through the COST
"neigh neighbours" scheme.
Furthermore, the following issue was raised:

- Monitoring of attendance at Management Committees

The Cyprus delegate raised the question of monitoring the attendance of representatives at the
Management Committees, and noted that it would be useful, if the COST Office could
provide some feedback on this to the CNCs.

The UK delegate suggested that this issue could be raised at the Workshop in May to have an
exchange of views with the DC Chairs.

*
**

At the end of the meeting the President noted that this was the last attendance of Mr Hendrik
MONARD (BE) as a CSO member. The President, on behalf of the Committee, thanked Mr
Monard for his valuable contribution to COST activities during the past years in different
functions: as a long-standing member of the CSO, as a former JAF Chair (1992-1996) and as
an appointed JAF member in the new format of JAF (2004-2007).

_______________
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AEX I
List of participants1
PRESIDET

:

Mr Francesco FEDI

VICE-PRESIDET

:

Mr John BARTZIS

AUSTRIA (AT)

:

Ms Helga MIELING

BELGIUM (BE)

:

Mr Hendrik MONARD
Ms Lieve VAN DAELE

BULGARIA (BG)

:

Ms Albena VUTSOVA

CROATIA (HR)

:

Mr Bozidar BIONDIC
Mr Damir JELICIC

CYPRUS (CY)

:

Ms Constantina MAKRI

CZECH REPUBLIC (CZ)

:

Mr Milos CHVOJKA
Mr Jaroslav CIHLAR
Mr Bedrich PEKAREK

DEMARK (DK)

:

Mr Gorm BRAMSNAES

ESTOIA (EE)

:

Ms Ulle MUST

FILAD (FI)

:

Mr Kustaa MULTAMÄKI
Mr Raimo PULKKINEN

fYR of MACEDOIA (MK)

:

-

FRACE (FR)

:

Ms Michèle BARON
Mr Michel GORLICKI

GERMAY (DE)

:

Mr Walter MÖNIG
Mr René HAAK
Ms Julia KIPPER-ALBERTINI
Ms Nadja ROHRBACH

GREECE (EL)

:

-

HUGARY (HU)

:

Ms Orsolya TOTH

1

Regrets had been received from Greece, Iceland, Portugal, Romania and Slovakia.
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ICELAD (IS)

:

-

IRELAD (IE)

:

Ms Rita WARD

ISRAEL (IL)

:

-

ITALY (IT)

:

Ms Maria UCCELLATORE

LATVIA (LV)

:

Ms Maija BUNDULE

LITHUAIA (LT)

:

Ms Birute BUKAUSKAITE

LUXEMBOURG (LU)

:

Ms Josiane ENTRINGER

MALTA (MT)

:

-

ETHERLADS (L)

:

Mr Herman van der PLAS

ORWAY (O)

:

Ms Trude DYPVIK

POLAD (PL)

:

Mr Marek ZDANOWSKI

PORTUGAL (PO)

:

-

ROMAIA (RO)

:

-

SERBIA (RS)

:

Ms Biljana STOJANOVIC

SLOVAKIA (SK)

:

-

SLOVEIA (SI)

:

Mr Primoz PRISTOVSEK
Ms Dagmar SZILAGY

SPAI (ES)

:

Ms Ángeles RODRIGUEZ PEÑA

SWEDE (SE)

:

Ms Birgitta BOMAN
Mr Stefan CAIREN

SWITZERLAD (CH)

:

Ms Eva KLAPER

TURKEY (TU)

:

Mr Mehmet KURAN

UITED KIGDOM (UK)

:

Mr Chris REILLY
Mr Steve RINGER
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COMMISSIO, DG Research :

Mr Markku WARRAS

COST OFFICE

:

Mr Martin GRABERT
Mr Afonso FERREIRA

COUCIL SECRETARIAT

:

Mr Kimmo PEIPPO
Ms Ulla MESIÄ
Ms Laurence VANHULLE

______________
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AEX II
Agenda
1.

Adoption of the agenda

2.

Approval of Summary of Conclusions of the previous meeting
Information items

3.

Information from the CSO Presidency

4.

Information from
- delegations
- COST Office (including strategic workshops)
- COST Secretariat
- Commission

5.

COST Seminars, COST Office activities and future events

6

COST Grant Agreement in FP7: status report

7.

Action-related items
a) JAF decisions on the requests for participation of institutions from non-COST countries
b) Status of the COST Grant system

8.

COST-ESF relationship
Items for approval

9.

Legal Status and Governance of COST

10.

COST Ministerial Conference 2010

11.

Application from Bosnia Herzegovina for membership in COST

12.

COST Fund
(a) Statement COST of revenue and expenditure as at the end of the financial year 2008
(b) Designation of auditors for the COST Fund for 2009
Items for discussion

13.

COST Statement: The role of COST in the ERA

14.

Future meetings

15.

Any other business
- Templates for monitoring progress reports and final evaluation reports of COST Actions
- Information on Working Group Guidelines
- Application letter from Armenia for membership in COST
_________________
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AEX III

Possible Second Addendum to the Memorandum of Understanding between COST and the
ESF

1.

The validity of the Memorandum of Understanding between COST and the ESF (doc. COST
262/02), of its Addendum (doc. COST 291/06), and of the COST-ESF Agreements (doc.
COST 300/06) is prolonged and confirmed with this Second Addendum as an integral part.

2.

COST and ESF will endeavour to progressively and significantly increase the specificities of
their instruments - COST for networks and ESF for programmes - with a view to introducing
important simplifications for the European scientific community.

3.

This Addendum will have effect starting from the end of the Grant agreement between the
ESF and the European Community regarding COST under the Seventh RTD Framework
Programme.

__________________
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AEX IV

Tentative orientations by Member States (in the order of priority)

(1) COST Office Association:

Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Estonia, Finland, fYR of Macedonia, France, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Romania, Serbia, Slovakia, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Turkey, (Israel15)

(1) Status quo - (2) COST Office Association:

Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Iceland, Ireland, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Slovenia

(1) Status quo:

Austria, the Netherlands, United Kingdom

______________

15

Co-operating State with no voting right.
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